
 

           NEWS AND EVENTS 

 

 The students of SAI entered into the campus with great excitement when the school reopened after a long 
summer vacation.It seemed as if they were waiting eagerly to come back to their own place of learning and 
fun with classmates and teachers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Webinar on Career Path after Class XII was conducted for the students of 

Class XI Science in the Sushila Devi auditorium on Thursday, June 20, 2019. 

Consultant Educationist Shri Giridhar P Kini briefed the students on various 

courses available for Science students after Class XII. He guided the 

students on different streams a student can pursue apart from engineering 

and medical and about the various entrance exams and career 

opportunities. 

SAI International School regularly conducts career guidance programmes 

to enable students to meticulously explore the various courses before 

pursing their future studies. These programmes greatly help the students 

in understanding the various opportunities that lay ahead and give them 

time to select the right course that align with their skill and interest. 

 

 

https://saioneerscorner.wordpress.com/2019/06/27/webinar-at-sai-2/_sai1692/
https://saioneerscorner.wordpress.com/2019/06/27/webinar-at-sai-2/_sai1674/


 

SAI Premier League 

The annual SAI Premiere League (SPL) commenced on Tuesday, June 25, 2019. Eight 

different teams from SAI International School, SAI International Residential School 

(SIRS) and SAI International College of Commerce (SICC) are participating in the 

highly thrilling match which is scheduled to conclude on Tuesday, July 2, 2019. 

The participating teams are XII Science-Jaguar, XII Commerce-All Stars, SICC-Dashers, 

XI Science-Rising Star, SIRS-Riders, XI Commerce-Warriors, X-Challengers and IX–

Young Strikers. 

The inaugural match was played between teams from XI Commerce-Warriors and XII 

Science-Jaguar. The former team won the match by two runs scoring a total of 135 

runs against 133 runs. The Man of the Match was Rohit Khetan from the winning 

team. 

 

The Chairman felicitated with great honour 

 

The students, teachers and staff of SAI International were greatly 

elated when Chairman Dr.Bijaya Kumar Sahoo was bestowed with the 

prestigious position of Advisor, Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya Sangathan 

and appointed in the rank and the status of Minister of State. 

It is indeed a great honour for SAI International fraternity, who rejoiced the occasion by paying tribute to 

their visionary leader, Dr. Sahoo on Wednesday, June 26, 2019. A Special Assembly was organised by the 

students who showcased their joy through video presentation, speeches and a beautiful poem.   

Dr.Sahoo said that he was overwhelmed with the love and affection that each SAIoneer showered on him. 

On the occasion, he advised the students to make optimal 

use of opportunities that come their way and carve their own 

destiny through hard work and dedication. 

The Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya aims at bringing substantial 

change in the school education in the state. These CBSE 

affiliated fully day boarding schools are being set up in all the 314 Blocks of Odisha to provide free 

education to students from Classes VI to XII. These schools are being administered through Odisha Adarsha 

Vidyalaya Sangathan. 

 

 



 

Teacher enrichment leads to enhanced teaching learning process, hence building a great environment for 

joyful learning. 

 

 

Teachers of SAI International School participated in a 2-day Management Development Programme 

organised at International Management Institute (IMI) on June 22 and 23, 2019. It was conducted on the 

topic ‘Academic Leadership of SAI International’ by eminent Resource Persons like Prof Kapil Pandla, Prof. 

Devesh Baid, Prof. Rohit Vishal Kumar, Prof. Sourabh Sharma, Prof. Arun Kumar Rath and Prof Manit 

Mishra. 

The various topics discussed were ‘Prioritization and Time Management’, ‘Use of Technology in 

Instructional Leadership’, ‘Building High Performance Culture’, ‘Persuasion Skills’, ‘Etiquette and behaviour 

with all stakeholders’, ‘Alignment of Vision, Mission and Goal of School’ and ‘Building SAI International 

School as a Global Brand’. 

Scouts and Guides of SAI International School:  

The Scouts and Guides students of SAI International School displayed their Yoga techniques with finesse at 

a session dedicated to International Day for Yoga on June 21, 2019 at the Indraprastha Auditorium of the 

school.  

The Scout Motto is: BE PREPARED which means you are always in a state of readiness in mind and body to 

do your DUTY; hence they need to be fit for it. They propagated the practice of Yoga as a way of life. 

 

 

 



 

Workshop on Multiple Intelligence 

 

The theory of Multiple Intelligence states that each person has 

different ways of learning and different intelligences in their 

everyday lives. Under the School Development Program a 

workshop was conducted on Multiple Intelligence by Secondary 

Principal, SAI International School, Shri Prakash Sahoo on June 

19 and 20, 2019 at SAI International School for the teachers. Shri 

Sahoo emphasized that there are many ways in which a brain can 

learn such as some can learn through linguistically-based 

environment (reading and writing), some by mathematical logic 

based learning and also some from Body Kinesthetic Intelligence 

(learning by doing with the hands). 

He conducted various exercises and skits to exhibit the different 

processes and how those can be imbibed in the classroom for 

better understanding of a topic. 

Safety and Security-Fire Drill done 

Fire drills are an important requirement that serve to prepare and 

educate all the staff at the time of fire. A fire drill was organized by 

Shri Ramesh Chandra Majhi, Deputy Fire Officer Bhubaneswar at SAI 

International School and SAI Angan on June 17, 2019.  

Shri Ajaya Barada, Station Officer, Chandrashekharpur briefed about 

building evacuation at the time of fire, he explained about the 

different types of fire, how to use the fire extinguisher and which type of extinguisher to be used at the 

different types of fire in detail. The team also conducted a mock fire drill for all the teachers and staff of 

SAI International School and SAI Angan. 

 

 

 

 


